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Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a severe liver malignancy with few drug treatment options. Drug screening
using FDA-approved drugs will provide a fast track in clinical trials if drugs are found effective against HCC. The
Connectivity Map (cmap), a large repository of chemicalinduced gene expression profiles, provides the opportunity
of analyzing drug property with the expression. A support
vector machine (SVM) was utilized to classify the effectiveness of drugs against HCC using gene expression profiles in cmap. The classification results will help us to
identify significant chemical-sensitivity genes, and to predict the effectiveness of remaining chemicals in cmap,
with a prioritized listing for biological verification. The cell
viability of four HCC cell lines treated with 146 chemicals
was conducted. The SVM successfully classified the effectiveness of chemicals with an average area under the receiver operating curve of 0.9. Chemical sensitivity genes
which are possible HCC therapeutic targets, such as
MT1E, MYC and GADD45B, were identified with opposite
signs of gene differential changes compared with reported
HCC patient samples. Several known HCC inhibitors,
such as geldanamycin, alvespimycin (histone deacetylase
inhibitors) and doxorubicin (chemotherapy drug), were
predicted to be effective. Seven out of 23 predicted drugs
were cardiac glycosides, suggesting a close link of these
drugs to the inhibition of HCC. The study demonstrates a
strategy of in silico drug screening using a large repository
of microarrays based on initial in vitro drug screening
results. The biological verification result can serve as a
feedback into the process for the development of a more
accurate chemical sensitivity model.
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